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Recovery is the continuing story of blake and alex from running on empty, and is just as heart-warming a tale
as the first book in the mending hearts series. recovery is the perfect novella to complete blake and alex’s
story.Mending hearts recovery is a private traditional rehab located in missouri, cape girardeau . mending
hearts recovery offers inpatient programs for men struggling with alcohol and drug abuse.Home > recovery
(mending hearts #1.5) recovery (mending hearts #1.5) by l.b. simmons. chapter one “alex! where are you?”
harlow yells, parading into my bedroom. as stealthily as possible, i lift my dress and tiptoe my way to the
bathroom, quietly locking the door behind me. click.We care for the life of everyone that walks through the
doors of mending hearts and strive to provide them with the tools needed for a life of freedom. if you or a
loved one is in need of treatment for substance abuse, we encourage you to take the first step toward recovery
by completing our pre-assessment screening online form .The addiction treatment business "mending hearts
recovery" is located at 219 n henderson st in cape girardeau, mo. before visiting this location, please be sure to
call mending hearts recovery at (573) 332-7900 to make sure they are still open and provide the drug or
alcohol addiction treatment/rehab services that you need.Mending hearts inc. - 1002 44th ave, n, nashville,
tennessee 37209 - rated 3.8 based on 6 reviews "they are very short staffed. then when i visited, the facilities
are in a not so great area for recovery. the facility is located in a very rough looking neighborhood. i parked at
a church around the block to where i waited for a patron Mending hearts is a program designed specifically for
women. mending hearts’ capacity is 94 beds for women seeking recovery and they maintain a waiting list for
available spaces.
Recovering hearts - colorado springs, co. save your marriage! save your life!. industry not listed is one of the
country’s foremost centers specializing in sex addiction and intimacy anorexia recovery. during more than 15
years in my personal recovery from sex addiction and intimacy anorexia, Mending hearts mission is to provide
shelter, hope, and healing to women who maybe homeless due to addiction , co-occurring mental health and
substance related disorders. mending hearts’ capacity is 94 beds for women seeking recovery and they
maintain a waiting list for available spaces.Mending hearts’ continuum of care includes an evidence-based
curriculum that builds a “recovery-oriented system of care” for the women in our programs our programs
include: social setting detox and residential rehabilitation – this program provides integrated co-occurring
disorder treatment with the focus on stabilization.Mending hearts recovery not only provides housing, but
counseling, case management, help with life skills and encourages education and employment. the women
consider mending hearts their family.
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